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ABSTRACT10

Infrastructure interdependencies have been widely recognized, especially in the post-disaster11

restoration process. It is essential to develop models to simulate interdependencies and quantify12

their impact on the functionality recovery of infrastructures. This study presents a generalized13

simulator to investigate the impact of different types of interdependency on the functionality re-14

covery. The proposed simulator considers that there are multiple possible modes to execute a15

restoration task by framing the restoration process of interconnected systems as a multi-mode16

resource-constrained project scheduling problem (MRCPSP). In addition, it considers three sets of17

uncertainties: restoration duration and resource demand to execute a task, as well as inter-system18

functionality dependency. By solving the MRCPSP with the objective of minimal restoration19

completion time, the optimal restoration schedules for different systems are calculated to predict20

functionality recovery. This simulator implements three types of interdependencies at both the21

component level and the system level, which are resource-sharing interdependency, restoration22

precedence dependency, and functionality dependency. Through a simple example, it is demon-23

strated how the proposed approach can quantitatively evaluate the impact on the system recovery24
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due to different types of interdependency. Research findings from this study can help to identify25

the interdependencies with the strongest impact and then develop preventive mitigation actions and26

effective plans of emergency response and disaster recovery for interconnected systems.27

INTRODUCTION28

Infrastructure systems such as power, water, transportation, telecommunication, and emergency29

services are so vital that any damage or functionality loss would have debilitating impacts to the30

security, economy, and well-being of our society (The White House 2013). Infrastructure systems31

are interconnected in complex ways, relying on each other to produce and distribute essential goods32

and services (Sun et al. 2018). In fact, infrastructure interdependencies may present different33

impacts on the performance of a system at different service conditions. In normal operations,34

interdependencies may be difficult to notice (Ouyang 2014). However, after an extreme event, they35

would become obvious, which may cause significant adverse impacts and hinder the restoration36

because of complicated interconnections. Historical disasters, such as the 1998 ice storm in37

Canada, Tōhoku earthquake and tsunami in 2011, and hurricanes Katrina, Harvey, and Irma, have38

demonstrated recovery delays due to infrastructure interdependencies (Bigger et al. 2009; Chang39

2009; Pescaroli and Alexander 2015; Tang 2017). For instance, observations after the 2011 Tōhoku40

earthquake showed that severe road damage delayed the transport of repair crews and equipment to41

restore the electric power system. After hurricanes Irma and Maria, the shortage of fossil fuel in42

Puerto Rico led to a slow recovery of the electricity service, which consequently disrupted service43

recoveries of other critical infrastructures (Eakin et al. 2018). As a result, it is essential to study the44

interdependencies between infrastructure systems to improve the design of future infrastructures45

and eliminate functionality disruptions in future events.46

Infrastructures have become increasingly interdependent with important implications for in-47

frastructure security and resilience. The growing interdependencies make systems vulnerable to48

cascading failures during extreme events (Korkali et al. 2017). For instance, the 2003 Northeast49

Blackout disabled traffic control and water treatment for 31 hours, and significantly impacted many50

other infrastructure operations, with the economic loss exceeding $4 billion in the US alone (U.S.-51
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Canada Power System Outage Task Force 2004; Lin et al. 2011). There are many interdependecy52

models developed, such as empirical judgments (The Lifelines Council 2014), system dynam-53

ics (Santella et al. 2009), correlation analyses (Dueñas-Osorio and Kwasinski 2012; Cimellaro54

et al. 2014), discrete event simulations (Volkanovski et al. 2009; Kelly 2015; Tahmasebi 2016),55

economic-theory-based analyses (He and Cha 2018), interdependency matrices (Guidotti et al.56

2016), and formulations from operations research (González et al. 2016; Smith et al. 2017; Sun57

et al. 2019a). All these approaches help us better evaluate different types of interdependencies and58

quantitatively measure cascading failures due to interdependencies. Among them, formulations59

from operations research are one of the most popular methods to investigate the restoration process60

of interdependent systems.61

Depending on whether restoration uncertainties are addressed, restoration models for inter-62

dependent systems can be classified into deterministic and probabilistic. Deterministic models63

compute the restoration evolution in terms of the sequence and starting/finishing time of all restora-64

tion activities, without addressing uncertainties. In practice, the restoration process is complex,65

involving many uncertainties in restoration duration, resource availability, and so on. Restoration66

models not addressing the large uncertaintiesmay yield inaccurate results (Barker andHaimes 2009;67

Karamlou and Bocchini 2017). Due to this reason, many other studies have developed probabilistic68

models to estimate restoration uncertainties in the aspects of restoration duration (Xu et al. 2010;69

Tabucchi et al. 2010; Karamlou and Bocchini 2017; Karamlou et al. 2017), and transition state70

(Zhang 1992), among others. Multiple techniques have been implemented to address uncertain-71

ties in the restoration of interdependent systems, such as Markov process (Zhang 1992), Bayesian72

network (Johansen and Tien 2018), and Monte Carlo simulation (Karamlou and Bocchini 2017).73

However, these studies do not explicitly quantify the impact of different types of interdependencies74

on the functionality recovery with a mechanistic explanation.75

This study presents a simulator of the restoration of interconnected systems. The restoration76

decision-making is modeled as the solution of multi-mode resource-constrained project scheduling77

problem (MRCPSP); the functionality recovery is modeled with mechanistic functions, which78
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account for dependencies. Therefore, herein the term “simulator” indicates an artificial model to79

capture the restoration decision process and the recovery of interdependent systems. This simulator80

captures three types of interdependency: resource-sharing interdependency, restoration precedence81

dependency, and functionality dependency. Moreover, this simulator takes into account three sets82

of restoration uncertainties: restorarion duration, resource demand, and functionality dependency.83

Possible restoration methods for finishing a task are considered as different modes. By comparing84

the computational results under different levels of interdependencies, we can quantitatively evaluate85

the impact of interdependencies on the functionality recovery. The proposed simulator exhibits the86

following features. (1) It implements different types of interdependency involved in the restoration87

process in a mechanistic manner. (2) As a full probabilistic model, it considers three sets of88

restoration uncertainties and quantifies the impact of different types of interdependency on the89

system recovery in a probabilistic fashion. (3) It can assist in identifying the effectiveness of90

multiple recovery plans and strategies to mitigate interdependencies with adverse impact in the91

restoration.92

The remainder of this study is organized as follows. The next section precisely classifies interde-93

pendency types in the restoration process, followed by a brief summary of existing interdependency94

models. The following section describes the proposed simulator in four steps, and it explains how95

to implement different types of interdependency and how to consider restoration uncertainties.96

After that, a simple example is presented to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed model in97

quantifying the impact of different types of interdependency on the functionality recovery. Major98

findings are presented at the end.99

BACKGROUND100

Dependencies and Interdependencies in the Restoration Process101

In general, the term “dependencies” represents unidirectional relationships, whereas “interde-102

pendences” indicates bidirectional interactions (Rinaldi et al. 2001). For instance, the fact that a103

water pump requires electricity from a nearby distribution substation to be properly functional rep-104

resents a functional dependency (one-way). Conversely, the fact that a utility company has a limited105
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number of crews and trucks to send to the different sites for repairing power outages represents106

resource-sharing interdependency among each pair of damaged power line segments (two-way).107

However, in some studies, the two terms are used interchangeably. Based on the nature of depen-108

dency, many researchers have developed different classifications. For instance, Zimmerman (2001)109

has a coarser classification as functional and spatial dependencies, where spatial dependencies110

refer to the spatial proximity between systems, and functional dependencies apply when the proper111

function of one system requires the functionality support of another system. Rinaldi et al. (2001)112

identified four types of dependencies: physical, cyber, geographic, and logical. Physical depen-113

dencies are cases when the functionality of one system depends on the output from another system.114

For instance, traffic lights rely on the electric power system for the electricity support. Cyber115

dependencies indicate that the functionality of one system requires information transferred from116

the other system(s) via the cyber infrastructure. For example, subway trains require telecommuni-117

cation systems for communicating operational decisions. In most cases, physical dependencies and118

cyber dependencies at the component level are one-way relations, such as the physical dependency119

of a traffic light on a nearby electric line for electricity, but in some cases they can be two-way120

interdependencies. Geographic dependencies represent the co-location issue between systems,121

such as utility tunnels that carry multiple utility lines and pipes. The other dependencies fall into122

logical dependencies. An example is that highways get congested because people choose driving123

over flying due to a low gas price. Dudenhoeffer et al. (2006) provided a classification similar124

to Rinaldi et al.’s, by calling the categories: physical, informational, geospatial, and policy. In125

contrast, Zhang and Peeta (2011) put more emphasis on economic relations. Their dependency126

classification is physical, functional, budgetary, and market. The aforementioned classifications of127

dependencies are mainly at the system level, and they seldom explicitly address the component-128

level dependencies. In fact, dependencies and interdependencies between infrastructure systems129

usually originate from their components. For example, the power system and the communication130

system have mutual functionality dependencies at the component level, such as the dependency of131

a telecommunication central office on a nearby power substation, and the dependency of a power132
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plant in daily operations on the supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA), a component133

in the communication system. Studying both component-level and system-level interdependencies134

can help us understand how they will impact the functionality recovery.135

By using the MRCPSP formulation and its solution to simulate the restoration decisions, this136

study implements three types of interdependencies: resource-sharing interdependencies, restoration137

precedence dependencies, and functionality dependencies. Resource-sharing interdependencies138

represent [system]-[component in the system] and [system]-[other system] interdependencies, which139

are implemented through resource constraints. For instance, restorations of all damaged power lines140

are conducted by a limited number of crews from the same utility company; restoration projects for141

thewater system and thewastewater system in the same administrative region compete for the limited142

restoration budget from the same federal/state government after a disaster. Restoration precedence143

dependencies are implemented as precedence relations. They represent both [component]-[other144

component in same system] dependencies as intra-system precedence and [component]-[component145

in other system] dependencies as inter-systemprecedence. For example, in a damaged transportation146

system, restorations of damaged roadway segments on the other side of a river cannot be performed147

until a damaged bridge is repaired to transport crews and equipment trucks across the river;148

new utility pipelines cannot be properly installed underneath bridge decks until the this damaged149

bridge is repaired. Functionality dependencies are modeled by mechanistic restoration functions,150

which can represent [system]-[component in the system] and [system]-[component in other system]151

dependencies. For example, the functionality of a water distribution network is related to the152

functionality of all water pipes and pumps; the functionality of this water distribution system also153

depends on the functionality of some electric substations and power lines in the power system154

to support the distribution of water. There is another set of dependencies and interdependencies155

that directly affect functionality under the normal operation conditions (Sun et al. 2019b). For156

example, during the normal operation, a subway system requires the electric system for the traction157

power and the telecommunication system for the system control. This last set of dependencies and158

interdependencies is not related to the restoration process and is beyond the scope of this study.159
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Mechanistic Models for Interdependencies160

Previous studies have developed various models to capture interdependencies. We classify them161

into the following categories: empirical models, correlation analyses, input-output models, discrete162

event simulations, agent-based models, and network models. Among them, empirical models refer163

to empirical interdependency relations derived and calibrated from disaster events (McDaniels164

et al. 2007; Luiijf et al. 2010; The Lifelines Council 2014), and correlation analyses represent165

interdependencies based on correlation coefficients from the time-series analysis of historical166

recovery data (Dueñas-Osorio and Kwasinski 2012; Cimellaro et al. 2014; Krishnamurthy et al.167

2016). These two categories cannot provide mechanistic understanding of interdependencies, but168

the other categories can do so. Discrete event simulations use fault tree analysis to determine169

the chain of events that causes a disruption (Volkanovski et al. 2009; Forss 2011), use event tree170

analysis to determine the associated probability of possible negative outcomes (Apostolakis and171

Lemon 2005; Li et al. 2008; Tahmasebi 2016), and sometimes use the Markov Chain to simulate172

the vulnerability of interdependent infrastructures (Sultana and Chen 2009; Shafiee 2016). Agent-173

basedmodels consider critical components and human operators as agents, by simulating the actions174

and interactions between agents based on a set of rules (Basu et al. 1996; Barton et al. 2000; North175

2001a; North 2001b; Permann 2007). Input-output models are suitable to evaluate economic losses176

at the system level from cascading failures (Leontief 1951; Kelly 2015), due to interdependencies at177

the system level rather than at the component level. Network models can capture topology features178

and flow capacities of infrastructure network systems, by considering critical components as nodes179

and inter-system functional interactions and geographical proximity as link connections between180

nodes from different networks (Dueñas-Osorio et al. 2007; Johansson and Hassel 2010; Wang et al.181

2012).182

Because network models can identify critical components and capture interdependencies from183

the bottom up, they have been extensively used to analyze infrastructure systems with network184

features, such as transportation, power, water, gas, and communication systems. When addressing185

interdependencies in the restoration phase, some network models consider the decision-making186
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process as the result of an optimization problem under a limited amount of resources (González et al.187

2016). For instance, Lee et al. (2007) used the interdependent layer network modeling approach by188

framing the restoration process as an optimization problem to capture five interdependencies: input189

dependence, mutual interdependence, shared dependence, exclusive or dependence, and colocated190

interdependence. González et al. (2016) considered the restoration of interdependent network191

systems as an optimization problem with the objective of minimum restoration cost and used mixed192

integer programming (MIP) to solve a problem, capturing four types of interdependencies: physical,193

geospatial, cyber, and logical. However, these two studies do not explicitly capture the restoration194

precedence dependency, and they do not evaluate how different types of interdependency influence195

the system recovery. In addition, they do not address restoration uncertainties. For instance, which196

possible mode will be used to execute a restoration task? How long will a task take and how197

many resources will it require? How likely will a component be using an alternative resource to198

relieve the original functionality dependency in restoration? For example, a water pump using the199

electricity from the external power grid in normal service conditions may use the electricity from200

a mobile generator in emergency conditions.201

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY202

Based on an optimization formulation, this study focuses on presenting a generalized simulator to203

implement different types of interdependency in the restoration process in a rigorous way and uses it204

to assess the impact of interdependency on functionality recovery. This work enhances the technical205

proposal byKaramlou andBocchini (2017) andKaramlou et al. (2017), which consider uncertainties206

in the restoration duration at the component level. While resource-constrained project scheduling207

problem (RCPSP) has been widely employed to efficiently model the restoration, MRCPSP is208

more realistic in simulating the practical project management decisions, by allowing allocations of209

varying resource levels to execute a restoration activity in different ways. Every restoration mode210

corresponds to a different task duration and different resource requirements. In different modes,211

the task duration varies with the resource level. Usually, allocating a higher resource level (or212

implementing an advanced technique) helps to accelerate the restoration. For instance, removing213
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debris on roadways may be finished by four crews by hands in two days, or by heavy machinery214

within one day. In this respect, a major improvement of this model is that every restoration activity215

is allowed to be executed in one out of multiple possible modes.216

A unique feature of this simulator is that it accounts for three types of interdependency in the217

restoration process: resource-sharing interdependencies, restoration dependencies, and functional-218

ity dependencies, as shown in Table 1. Resource-sharing interdependencies represent interactions219

due to a common limited pool of restoration resources. With limited resources, some restoration220

tasks have to be delayed in the schedule. In this study, restoration precedence dependencies only221

refer to the unidirectional interactions due to construction precedence requirements within a system222

and across systems. Functionality dependencies refer to the cases when the operational state of223

an object (i.e., a component, or a system) relies on the functionality of another object, potentially224

from another system (Guidotti et al. 2016; Rueda and Calle 2017). An example of functionality225

dependencies could be that even after the repairs of all damaged components, a water distribution226

system may not be functional, simply because the corresponding power substation has not been227

restored to provide electricity for the control system and the water pump.228

Another unique feature of this simulator is that it considers three sets of restoration uncertainties.229

The duration and the resource demand for executing a task may be uncertain because of unexpected230

weather conditions, different degrees of professional efficiency, etc. The functionality dependency231

of a component in a system on the functionality of another component might also change in232

emergency circumstances due to the presence of unexpected external resources to eliminate the233

original functionality dependency (e.g., hospitals using the electricity from mobile generators in234

case of a power outage). These three sets of uncertainties are implemented by treating the restoration235

duration and the resource demand as random variables, as well as describing the presence of236

alternative resources to relieve the functionality dependency as a random event with a certain237

probability of occurrence. The probability of the random event can be determined from published238

literature, historical data analyses, and discussion with construction managers and experienced239

engineers.240
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Figure 1 presents four computational steps of the proposed simulator, discussed in the following241

subsections. The mathematical formulation of the MRCPSP in Step 3 is relatively simple, facili-242

tating readers to understand and implement different types of interdependencies and estimate the243

impact of interdependencies. The solution of this optimization formulation is intended to mimic the244

actual restoration decision of utility companies and emergency managers, rather than necessarily245

using the optimization technique to find the best restoration schedule.246

Step 1: Identify interdependent systems247

The first step is to define the interconnected systems of interest. In each system, major com-248

ponents are defined as components that require considerable repair efforts if damaged. These249

components can be identified from historical observations and the analysis of survey data and sim-250

ulation data. For instance, the transportation infrastructure can be considered as a network system251

consisting of road segments and bridges, which are critical and vulnerable components (Karamlou252

and Bocchini 2015). The water distribution system can be considered as a system consisting of253

water pumps and distribution pipes (da Conceição Cunha and Sousa 1999). The gas supply system254

consists of distribution pipes, cylinders and outlet valves (Cimellaro et al. 2015; Helseth and Holen255

2006). The electric transmission system consists of electric substations, transmission towers, and256

conductors (McDonald 2012; Fujisaki et al. 2014; Kongar et al. 2017).257

Step 2: Identify restoration tasks258

The next step is to determine damaged components and the corresponding restoration tasks in259

the interconnected systems. Depending on the damage state of a component, the corresponding260

restoration tasks are identified. A restoration task may be executed in one out of several different261

modes. For every restoration task and each mode, the resource demand and the time required to ex-262

ecute a task can be determined based on the experience from the construction industry and common263

practices (Karamlou and Bocchini 2017; Mackie et al. 2008). As a result of weather conditions,264

equipment efficiency, and crew proficiency, as well as availability of alternative functionality sup-265

port, there are many restoration uncertainties when developing a restoration plan. To account for266

restoration uncertainties, a probabilistic duration distribution and a probabilistic resource demand267
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distribution can be determined for every restoration task and mode. In addition, the probability of268

the presence of alternative resources to relieve the functionality dependency can be estimated for269

related components. Random samples of duration, resource demand, and functionality dependency270

can be generated from the corresponding probabilistic distributions using Latin hypercube sampling271

(McKay et al. 2000). A sample of task duration represents a possible scenario of the task duration272

at a certain mode. A sample of resource demand represents a possible required amount of resources273

to execute a task at a certain mode. A sample of functionality dependency represents a possible274

scenario of a component using alternative functionality support or not during the restoration; for275

instance, a telecommunication tower uses the electricity from a mobile generator in emergency276

restorations, instead of using the electricity from the power grid in normal service conditions. The277

output at this step is the list of all restoration tasks, i.e., the task duration sample and the resource278

demand sample for every task at each mode, and the functionality dependency sample representing279

that a damaged component depends on the functionality of other components or not.280

Step 3: Develop the restoration plan from the MRCPSP model281

After inputting the list of restoration tasks and associated information, the third step is to282

generate restoration schedules from the MRCPSP solution. A mixed integer linear programming283

(MILP) formulation is adopted to solve the MRCPSP. In this formulation, the restoration requires284

a set � of restoration tasks. Tasks 2 to = − 1 represent actual restoration tasks. Task 1 and task285

= are dummy tasks, representing the start and the end of all restoration tasks. The precedence286

relationships between tasks are represented in the form of a finish-to-start project network. Each287

task 9 ∈ � can be processed in one of several different modes B ∈ {1, 2, ..., ? 9 }. The set of renewable288

resource types denoted by ' represents cases in which the resource is temporarily occupied by a289

certain task, but can be used for other tasks upon the completion of the current task, as is the290

case for crews and equipment. The set of non-renewable resource types denoted by # refers to291

resources that are consumed during a task and are permanently lost once a task is complete, such292

as building materials and financial budget. For every task j, there is a duration 3 9 ,B and a demand293

of D 9 ,B,A for the type A (∀A ∈ ', #) resource when executing at mode B. For the dummy start and294
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end tasks, there is only a single mode B = 1. The duration is 31,1 = 0, and 3=,1 = 0; the resource295

demands are D1,1,A = 0 and D=,1,A = 0, ∀A. The resource availability of type A is represented by 0A296

and 0A (C), where 0A is constant and 0A (C) can be either constant values or nonuniform values over297

time ∀C = 1, ..., ) ℎ. The formulation of the MRCPSP is presented as follows, based on (Klein 2000;298

Cheng et al. 2015).299

Find300

G 9 ,B,C ∈ {0, 1}, ∀ 9 ∈ �, ∀B ∈ {1, 2, ..., ? 9 }, ∀C ∈ [��)9 , !�)9 ] (1)301

so that the completion time (CT) of all restoration tasks is minimal.302

minimize

(
�) =

!�)=∑
C=��)=

C · G=,1,C

)
(2)303

subjected to304

!�) 9∑
C=��) 9

? 9∑
B=1

G 9 ,B,C = 1, ∀ 9 ∈ � (3)305

!�)8∑
C=��)8

?8∑
B=1

C · G8,B,C 6
!�) 9∑
C=��) 9

? 9∑
B=1

(
C − 3j,s

)
· G 9 ,B,C , ∀8 ∈ Pre 9 , ∀ 9 ∈ � (4)306

∑
9∈� (C)

? 9∑
B=1

D 9 ,B,A ·
min(!�) 9 ,C+3 9 ,B−1)∑
@=max(��) 9 ,C)

G 9 ,B,@ 6 0A (C), ∀C ∈ �, ∀A ∈ '
(5)307

=∑
9=1

? 9∑
B=1

D 9 ,B,A ·
!�) 9∑
@=��) 9

G 9 ,B,@ 6 0A , ∀A ∈ #
(6)308

where G 9 ,B,C represents the decision variable to determine whether task 9 finishes with mode B at309

time step C; � is the set of restoration tasks {1, 2, ..., =}; = is the total number of tasks; Pre 9 represents310

the set of tasks which precede task j. ) ℎ is an upper bound for the total restoration duration, which311

can be determined from pre-processing; a simple way to assign a reasonable ) ℎ is to assign a value312

no less than the summation of the longest duration of all tasks among their possible modes, i.e.,313
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) ℎ ≥ ∑
9 (max{3 9 ,B |∀B}). � = {1, 2, ..., ) ℎ} is the set of discrete time steps considered during the314

assignment of task 9 . � (C) = { 9 | 9 ∈ �, �()9 ≤ C ≤ !�)9 }, is the collection of restoration tasks315

that may be processed at C; �()9 is the earliest starting time of task 9 ; ��)9 and !�)9 are the316

earliest finishing time and the latest finishing time of task 9 , respectively.317

The solution of thisMRCPSP formulation assigns a time and amode to every restoration activity318

to achieve the minimal finishing time, by satisfying all precedence and resource constraints. Eq. 1319

gives the binary decision variables. G 9 ,B,C = 1 only if the task 9 finishes with mode B at the time step320

C, and G 9 ,B,C = 0 otherwise. Eq. 2 presents the optimization objective of minimal finishing time, with321

the left-hand side of this equation as the finishing time of the dummy end task = (i.e., 9 = =). Eq. 3322

enforces that every task can only be executed once in one of the alternativemodes. Eq. 4 ensures that323

all precedent tasks in Pre 9 finish before scheduling task 9 , and this equation implements restoration324

precedence dependencies as precedence requirements. Eqs. 5 - 6 ensure the schedule of restoration325

activities satisfies resource constraints at all time steps for renewable resources and non-renewable326

resources, respectively. These two equations implement resource-sharing interdependencies. In327

Eq. 5, the lower bound of the third summation is the maximum value of two time indices at every328

time step: ��)9 and time C; the upper bound is the minimum value of two other time indices at329

every time step: !�)9 and C + 3 9 ,B − 1.330

The aforementioned �()9 , ��)9 and !�)9 in Eqs. 1 - 6 can be determined from the critical331

path analysis through forward pass and backward pass as follows. By setting the �()1 = ��)1 = 0332

for the dummy start task, the forward pass computes �()9 as the summation of the shortest duration333

for all tasks that need to be executed prior to task 9 due to precedence constraints. ��)9 can be334

computed as the summation of �()9 and the minimal duration 3 9 ,B, for B = 1, ..., ? 9 .335

�()9 = max
(
��)8 |8 ∈ Pre 9

)
, 9 = 2, ..., = (7)336

��)9 = �()9 +min 3 9 ,B, B = 1, ..., ? 9 , 9 = 2, ..., = (8)337
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Considering !()9 as the latest starting time for task 9 , by setting !�)= = !()= = ) ℎ for the338

dummy end task, the backward pass computes the latest finishing time of every task as follows.339

!�)9 = min
(
!�): |: ∈ �9

)
, 9 = = − 1, ..., 1 (9)340

!()9 = !�)9 −min 3 9 ,B, B = 1, ..., ? 9 (10)341

where �9 represents the set of restoration tasks that follow task 9 .342

If there is only one mode to execute every task, the above equations will have ? 9 = 1, and343

MRCPSP becomes the resource-constrained project scheduling problem (RCPSP). That is to say344

that RCPSP is a special type of MRCPSP. Compared with RCPSP, MRCPSP has the advantage of345

being able to consider one of multiple possible modes for every restoration task, which is very likely346

to be the case in practice (Fang and Sansavini 2019). MRCPSP is an NP-hard optimization problem347

in the strong sense (Kolisch 1995). There have been various computational formulations developed348

to efficiently solve large scheduling projects using MRCPSP (Mori and Tseng 1997; Alcaraz et al.349

2003; Peteghem and Vanhoucke 2010; Kyriakidis et al. 2012). In this study, the MRCPSP problem350

in the MILP format is solved using Gurobi 6.5.2, a commercial software package (Gurobi 2017).351

Under the resource constraints, each task will be assigned with exactly one mode and one352

finishing time. The optimization solution provides a sample optimal schedule as a restoration353

plan that gives the finishing time of every restoration task and its execution mode. Based on354

the restoration schedule and the functionality dependency sample representing the existence of355

alternative inter-system functionality support or not, a sample of the restoration function can be356

computed, as described in Step 4.357

In practice, decision-makers may not know the exact duration of a restoration task when358

developing the schedule plan and may adjust the plan in the restoration process. This study assumes359

that distributions (represented bymode, minimum, andmaximum) of duration and resource demand360

to execute any task at any possible mode are known at the restoration planning (Step 3), which361
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may seem to induce unrealistic schedules. However, Karamlou and Bocchini (2017) found that362

statistically, the dependency case using the original schedule developed upfront with task duration363

modes yields very similar results of the functionality recovery probability as those from another364

case always using the actual task duration samples. That is to say, using the restoration schedules365

developed upfront with task duration modes would yield reasonable estimates of the functionality366

recovery from a probabilistic perspective.367

Step 4: Predict system functionality recovery368

A restoration function represents the system functionality at different time steps during the369

restoration. Based on a sample of the restoration schedule, a sample of the restoration function for370

every system can be calculated. The restoration function of a system is related to the functionality371

of all components in this system.372

For a damaged component 9 in the 8B-th system, such as a damaged transmission tower ( 9)373

in the power system (8B), whose functionality is not influenced by the functionality of any other374

component from another system, the functionality is computed as follows.375

@8B, 9 (C) =


100%, if C ≥ �)9

0, if 0 ≤ C < �)9
(11)376

where @8B, 9 (C) is the functionality of component 9 in the 8B-th system at time C; �)9 is the finishing377

time of its restoration and is computed as �)9 =
∑
B

∑
C G 9 ,B,C · C. This equation presents a binary378

functionality state, which is a very common case. In different cases, other discrete and continuous379

functionality states can be used as substitutes.380

For a component : in the 8B-th system, whose functionality depends on the status of other381

components from a different system, the functionality is defined as follows.382

@8B,: (C) =


100%, if C ≥ �): and @AB, 5 3: (C) = 100%, ∀AB, 5 3: ∈ �%8B,:

0, otherwise
(12)383
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where 8B is an index running over the considered system, AB is an index of another system, 8B ≠ AB;384

@8B,: (C) is the functionality of component : in the 8B-th system at C; �): is the time when the385

restoration of the damaged component : finishes; 5 3: is the label of the component in the AB-th386

system that is required to support the functionality of component : in the 8B-th system; @AB, 5 3: (C)387

is the functionality of component 5 3: in the AB-th system at C; �%8B,: is a set of all dependencies to388

support the full functionality of component : in the 8B-th system. For instance, a water pump (:)389

from the water distribution system (8B) will be functionally dependent on a nearby substation ( 5 3: )390

in the electric power system (AB).391

Similar to the functionality metric defined in Karamlou et al. (2016), the system functionality392

recovery, i.e., restoration function, is defined as follows.393

&8B (C) =
∑
9 F8B, 9 · @8B, 9 (C)∑

9 F8B, 9 (13)394

where &8B (C) is the functionality of the 8B-th system at time C; F8B, 9 is a component functionality395

weight, which represents the contribution of restoring component 9 to the functionality of the 8B-th396

system. F8B, 9 may depend on multiple factors, such as the system architecture. It can be determined397

based on system characteristics and the analysis of historical data and engineering judgments.398

Based on the original definition from Reed et al. (2009), the resilience index is used as a399

scalar value with the analyst defining a time horizon of interest Cℎ, computed from the functionality400

recovery curve, shown in Figure 2.401

'�8B =

∫ Cℎ

C0
&8B (C̄)dC̄
Cℎ − C0 (14)402

If the time horizon Cℎ is made to vary, the resilience index then becomes a function of time:403

'�8B (C) =

∫ C

C0
&8B (C̄)dC̄
C − C0

(15)404

where '�8B is the resilience index of the 8B-th system at C = Cℎ; '�8B (C) is the resilience index with405

the time horizon C; C0 is the time when the extreme event occurs; &8B (C̄) represents the functionality406
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of the 8B-th system at time C̄.407

Assumptions408

The proposed simulator uses assumptions related to uncertainty quantification and system409

functionality computation, as shown in Table 2. On the one hand, this model considers uncertainties410

in restoration duration, resource requirement, and functionality dependency. The probabilistic411

distributions of duration and resource demand to execute every task at each mode are assumed412

to be known, being used as input for the MRCPSP at Step 3. The uncertainty in functionality413

dependency is implemented by considering the presence of additional resources to relieve the414

functionality dependency as a random event. Distributions of these random variables could be415

collected from literature and analyses of historical data and expert surveys. On the other hand, this416

model uses the functionality weight F8B, 9 in Eq. 13 to compute the system functionality, assuming417

that the weight is independent of time and restoration sequence. In the past, the authors have used418

also more sophisticated objective functions that account for the evolving network flows, to capture419

the fact that the importance of each component changes over time, and depends on the restoration420

sequence (Bocchini and Frangopol 2012a; Bocchini and Frangopol 2012b; Karamlou and Bocchini421

2016). However, in this study we preferred to use metrics that represent the objectives actually422

considered by disaster managers, and we concluded that static weights serve this purpose well. In423

the common practice, static weights are used as a surrogate to capture the contribution of each424

component to system functionality, while avoiding expensive system-level analyses. The value425

of F8B, 9 may be determined from published historical data and through consulting experienced426

engineers. For complex network systems, it becomes challenging to compute the functionality427

weight F8B, 9 due to dynamic effects and complex topological dependencies. In this case, the428

system functionality can be computed via the system-wide flow analysis throughout the restoration429

process, such as traffic allocation and distribution (Bocchini and Frangopol 2011), and electric430

power distribution (Ma et al. 2019).431

APPLICATION EXAMPLE432
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The proposed simulator is general, applicable to restoration projects within one system and433

restoration projects of different systems. While many utility companies develop individual restora-434

tion plans to perform restoration activities separately, research studies have clearly showed that435

coordinated restoration activities help to improve the restoration efficacy of interdependent systems436

(Martí et al. 2008; Sharkey et al. 2016). In this respect, this application example presents coordi-437

nated restorations for two interdependent systems. The objective is to restore both systems as fast438

as possible. Being simple, this example allows the direct interpretation of simulation results about439

the impact of different types of interdependencies.440

Problem statement441

Figure 3 shows a wind map with the two-minute sustained wind speed in the unit of </B,442

determined from the scenario of Hurricane Sandy (National Weather Service 2012; Person 2018).443

Figure 4 presents two interdependent systems of power and communication. The power system444

consists of a power plant and two sub-systems, with a total of five electric substations and ten445

power lines, as shown in Figure 4(a). The communication system consists of three central offices,446

six communication towers, and nine communication lines, shown in Figure 4(b). Table 3 shows447

the total number of customers served by the two systems at the component level, and the system448

functionality is computed as the percentage of customerswith service. Table 4 presents functionality449

dependencies of communication components on substations in the power system. For instance, the450

communication component 1 (a central office) requires the functionality support from the power451

component 2 (a substation).452

Under the hazard scenario, there is one substation, one transmission tower, two power lines, and453

two communication towers damaged, requiring restoration efforts. Tables 5 and 6 present two lists454

of restoration tasks for restoring damaged components in the power system and the communication455

systems, respectively. Power task data of duration and resource demand are determined based456

on Çaǧnan (2005) and California ISO (2012), as well as personal communications with a local457

electrical engineer expert in dispatch and operation of crews that repair power lines (Lacouve 2017);458

communication task data of duration and resource demand are assumed by the authors, considering459
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Nasdaq (2017). There are two possible modes to execute a restoration task: fast and slow. The460

fast restoration mode requires more resources to execute a task and the task can finish in less time,461

vice versa, the slow restoration mode uses fewer resources to execute the same task and the task462

takes longer to complete. Figure 5 presents all restoration tasks for both systems in the form of the463

start-to-finish relationships.464

As mentioned earlier, there are many restoration uncertainties in the recovery planning stage.465

Tables 5 and 6 also present two sets of restoration uncertainties: duration and resource demand. The466

restoration duration of a task follows either the triangular distribution or the uniform distribution.467

The minimal value, the maximum value, and the mode value in the duration distribution indicate468

cases of the minimum, maximum and most likely duration, which are commonly known in the469

construction industry (Karamlou and Bocchini 2017). The resource demand follows either a470

triangular distribution or an uniform distribution; the minimal value and the maximum value471

represent the minimal amount and the maximum amount of resources required to finish a task,472

which can be determined from discussion with construction managers.This example assumes that473

there is a 50% of chance that alternative resources are present to relieve the original functionality474

dependency. For more practical applications, the probability of the functionality dependency being475

relieved should be determined and calibrated from the analysis of historical data and expert surveys.476

Dependency cases477

Table 7 presents twelve dependency cases in order to evaluate the impact of different types478

of interdependency on the system recovery. These cases represent different levels of resource-479

sharing interdependencies, inter-system restoration dependencies, and inter-system functionality480

dependencies. For the power system, restoration tasks in sub-system 1 and sub-system 2 share481

power resources together; restoration tasks in the communication system share communication482

resources. The restorations of power and communication systems are planned together to represent483

coordinated restorations for interdependent systems.484

Resource-sharing interdependencies are represented by three levels of resource availability:485

Wres, Sres, and Sresv. Wres represents weak resource-sharing interdependencies, corresponding486
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to abundant resources; Sres represents strong resource-sharing interdependencies, corresponding487

to limited resources available. Regardless of the resource levels, all cases of Wres and Sres adopt488

uniform resource availability over time. Conversely, Sresv adopts non-uniform resource availability489

with strong resource-sharing interdependencies, shown in Table 7.490

There are two levels of inter-system restoration dependencies. Spre means strong precedence491

dependency, that is the inter-system restoration precedence dependencies are all in place, whereas492

Wpre is weak precedence dependency, meaning there is no inter-system restoration precedence493

dependency due to advanced construction technologies. In particular, this study considers inter-494

system precedence dependencies of communication restoration tasks on certain power restoration495

tasks, as explained in the footnote of Table 7.496

There are two levels of inter-system functionality dependencies as well. Sfun indicates strong497

inter-system functionality dependency, meaning that there are functionality dependencies of com-498

munication components on power components, as shown in Table 4. Conversely, Wfun represents499

weak inter-system functionality dependency, and there is no inter-system functionality dependency.500

For example, a communication tower in normal service usually uses the electricity from external501

grids distributed by a nearby substation; if this substation is still in restoration, this communication502

tower after the restoration may be temporally functional with the electricity provided by mobile503

generators.504

One thousand samples were generated using Latin hypercube sampling to consider restoration505

uncertainties. For real applications, convergence research should be performed to determine an506

appropriate number of samples. These samples were input into the optimization solver to calculate507

optimal restoration schedules. From every sample of the optimal restoration schedule, a restoration508

function was calculated for every system, considering both the contribution of restoring a damaged509

component to the functionality recovery at the system level (shown as @8 9 in Table 5 and Table 6) and510

how likely a component may be relieved from the functionality dependency on another component511

from a different system. The system functionality is computed using Equation 11 ∼ Equation 13.512

The weight F8B, 9 is set as the number of customers served by every substation in the power system,513
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and the number of customers served by every communication tower in the communication system,514

presented in Table 3.515

Results on restoration time516

For every functionality recovery sample, the restoration starting time of a system is computed517

as the starting time of its first restoration task. Similarly, the restoration finishing time of a system518

is computed as the time when all restoration tasks are completed for that system. After that,519

mean values and standard deviations of the starting time and the finishing time of every system520

are determined over 1000 samples for each simulation instance. Figure 6 depicts mean values521

and standard deviations of the starting time and the finishing time for the two systems in Cases522

1 ∼ 8. As expected, both systems take less time to complete the restoration when the restoration523

resources are sufficient in Cases 1 and 2 (Wres) than that at the low resource availability in Cases524

3 and 4 (Sres). Similarly, as the dependency level increases from Case 1 (Wpre) to Case 2 (Spre),525

restorations take longer to complete. That is to say, relieving interdependencies from strong levels526

(Sres, Spre) to weak levels (Wres, Wpre) by providing sufficient resources and using advanced527

techniques, more restoration tasks can be executed in parallel as early as possible, speeding up528

the recovery process. In this particular example, the restoration time is sensitive to inter-system529

precedence dependencies for the communication system, but not for the power system. The reason530

is that at Spre, there are one-way precedence dependencies of communication restoration tasks ()25531

& )210) on the power restoration task ()?5), as shown in Figure 5, constraining the execution of532

communication restoration tasks after the completion of the power restoration task, whereas there533

are no precedence relationships in the opposite direction.534

In this model, inter-system functionality dependencies do not affect the restoration duration535

at all, they only affect the functionality recovery. The starting time and finishing time at Case 5536

∼ 8 are the same as the starting time and finishing time at Case 1 ∼ 4 for both systems. That537

is because the proposed simulator considers the inter-system functionality dependency through538

the rigorous computation of restoration functions at Step 4, rather than directly implementing the539

functionality dependency in developing restoration plans at Step 3. As a result, the inter-system540
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functionality dependency influences how a system recovers its functionality, rather than when to541

restore damaged components. In this example, functionality dependencies have an obvious impact542

on system resilience of the communication system, as the communication system shows greater543

functionality values during restoration at Wfun than Sfun. The following subsections will discuss544

the impact of interdependencies on functionality recovery and system resilience.545

Results on probabilistic restoration function546

A probabilistic restoration function shows the likelihood of a system reaching a certain level547

over time. Figure 7 presents probabilistic restoration functions of the communication system for548

reaching the full functionality (&2 = 100%). In Figure 7(a), because of strong resource-sharing549

interdependencies at Sres in Case 3, the communication system is likely to be fully recovered much550

later than that at Wres in Case 1. On the other hand, the communication system shows smaller551

probability values in the range of C = 15 ∼ 21 due to the existence of inter-system restoration prece-552

dence at Spre compared to Wpre. Similarly, the communication system shows smaller probability553

values in the range of C = 15 ∼ 21 due to the existence of the functionality dependency at Sfun in554

Case 5, meaning that it is less likely to fully recover in that time range, compared to Wfun in Case555

1.556

Results on system resilience557

The resilience index of every functionality recovery sample can be computed using Eq. 14 by558

setting the time horizon CA = 40. Figure 8 shows violin plots of the resilience index at different559

dependency cases for the two systems. Every violin plot shows the probability density of the560

resilience index over all samples in a case, with the mean value shown as a white circle. As561

the inter-system functionality dependency is unidirectional from power to communication in this562

example, the power functionality is not impacted by the enforcement of functionality dependency563

at Sfun. Therefore, the power functionality sample in Case 1 is very similar to functionality564

samples in Case 5, and so forth. For this reason, power resilience distributions of Cases 5 ∼ 8565

are similar to distributions of Cases 1 ∼ 4. The resilience of the power system shows similar566

narrow distributions at Wres (Cases 1 and 2), and wide distributions at Sres (Cases 3 and 4). The567
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inter-system precedence dependency seems to slightly improve the resilience for the power system.568

That is because, unlikeWpre, some communication tasks ()25 and )210) will not be timely executed569

due to the inter-system precedence constraints at Spre, and the corresponding available resources570

are used to execute power tasks. This leads to slightly greater functionality values in the recovery571

process for the power system at Spre than Wpre, i.e., better resilience for the power system at572

Spre than Wpre. Conversely, the resilience of the communication system is more sensitive to all573

types of interdependency. A positive impact on system resilience due to loose resource-sharing574

interdependency atWres is also found for the communication system. The fact that the resilience of575

the communication system is sensitive to the other types of interdependency is mainly due to two576

reasons. First, some communication restoration activities cannot be executed because of precedence577

dependencies at Spre. For example, replaced telecommunication devices cannot be re-energized578

(i.e., )25 and )210) timely, because the nearby substation has not restored yet at Spre. Second, even579

if all restoration activities are completed, the functionality of the dependent system may not be580

fully recovered at Sfun, because some components in the affecting system are not functional yet.581

For example, the communication tower is not fully functional the moment after its restorations, if582

the corresponding electric substation is not restored for providing the electricity at Sfun.583

As defined in Eq. 15, by making C vary, '� (C) becomes a function of time. To evaluate the584

impact of interdependencies of different types on resilience over time, the relative variation of585

resilience index from the 82 case to the 92 case is defined as follows.586

d(82, 92, C) =
'�82 (C) − '� 92 (C)

'� 92 (C) (16)587

where d(82, 92, C) is the relative variation of '� (C) from the 82 case to the 92 case; '�82 (C) and588

'� 92 (C) are the resilience at time C of a functionality recovery sample in the 82 case and the589

resilience of a functionality recovery sample in the 92 case, respectively; 82 and 92 are two labels590

of dependency cases, described as Case IDs in Table 7. A positive value of d(82, 92, C) represents591

better resilience in the 82 dependency case than that in the 92 dependency case at time C.592

Figure 9 and Figure 10 depict the relative variations of resilience index for the two systems593
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as the 95% of confidence interval and the mode value at different time step, in order to quantify594

the impact of different types of interdependency on resilience over time. In each plot, the vertical595

axis represents d(82, 92, C), the variation of mean resilience index '�mean(C) at different levels of596

interdependency. The horizontal axis is set from C = 0, when the event occurs, until a time window597

of Cℎ = 70, in order to demonstrate how d(82, 92, C) varies at different time steps. As C goes598

beyond the finishing time to restore a system, '�mean(C) takes into account the full functionality599

after restoration, so the impact on '� due to the functionality recovery related to dependency and600

interdependency is diluted. This explains why all d(82, 92, C) values gradually approach 0.601

For the resource-sharing interdependency, d(82, 92, C) is calculated by comparing '�,A4B (C)602

with the sufficient resources in Case 1 to '�(A4B (C) with the limited resources in Case 3. As603

expected, both systems show positive values of d(82, 92, C), meaning that sufficient resources lead604

to enhanced resilience. This is because more tasks can be executed in fast mode in parallel as early605

as possible. In this example, greater positive values indicate that the power system seems to benefit606

more in the resilience enhancement from sufficient resources than the communication system. This607

is probably because the power system requires more resources to complete all restoration tasks.608

For the restoration precedence dependency, d(82, 92, C) is calculated by comparing '�,?A4 (C)609

without inter-system precedence in Case 1 to '�(?A4 (C) with inter-system precedence in Case 2. In610

this example, the communication system has a precedent task from the power system during the611

restoration at (?A4. As a result, when resources are sufficient, the zeros mode values of d(82, 92, C)612

in Figure 9(b) indicate that the power system is not impacted by the inter-system restoration613

precedence dependency. Conversely, small positive values of d(82, 92, C) in Figure 10(b) mean614

that less inter-system restoration precedence is likely to slightly improve the resilience for the615

communication system.616

For the functionality dependency, d(82, 92, C) is calculated by comparing '�, 5 D= (C) without617

inter-system functionality dependency in Case 1 to '�( 5 D= (C) with inter-system functionality de-618

pendency in Case 5. As explained earlier, this example does not model how the functionality of619

the power system depends on the other system, index d(82, 92, C) for the functionality dependency620
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is computed only for the communication system. A positive value of d(82, 92, C) indicates that less621

inter-system functionality dependency improves the resilience of the communication system. For622

the communication system in this example, inter-system functionality dependency has the most623

significant impact on resilience among all three types of interdependencies, as indicated by the624

greatest mode values of d(82, 92, C) among all three types of interdependency. Therefore, using625

alternative resources to relax the functionality dependency of the communication system is more626

likely to effectively improve the resilience of the communication system, compared with mitigating627

the other two types of interdependency.628

Results on task execution mode629

This study presents a simulator based on an optimization algorithm with multiple modes of630

finishing each restoration task. In this example, the simulator determines the optimal schedule by631

choosing from two different modes: slow and fast. The twomodes differ in the resource demand and632

the restoration duration; as a result, the resource availability constraint influences the task execution633

mode. To investigate how the resource-sharing interdependency affects the mode selection, the634

fast mode ratio is computed for each sample as the ratio between the number of tasks executing635

in the fast mode and the total number of tasks to restore a damaged system. As a reminder, 1000636

random samples of task duration and resource demand are analyzed for each case. Figure 11 depicts637

the relative frequency histogram of the fast mode ratio for Cases 1 ∼ 8. A general trend is that638

more tasks are performed in the fast mode for both systems when resources are abundant (Wres),639

i.e., weak resource-sharing interdependencies. Conversely, more tasks are executed in the slow640

mode when resource-sharing interdependencies are tight (Sres). For instance, the power system641

has similar fast mode ratios approaching to 1 in Cases 1 and 2 when resources are sufficient and642

similar fast mode ratios around 0.6 in Cases 3 and 4 when resources are insufficient. Conversely,643

the inter-system precedence dependency does not show an obvious impact on the fast mode ratio.644

As the task mode is determined at Step 3 and the system functionality is computed at Step 4, the645

inter-system functionality dependency does not affect the task execution mode. Therefore, the fast646

mode ratio distributions in Cases 1 ∼ 4 are the same as the fast mode ratio distributions in Cases 5647
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∼ 8 in this example.648

In practice, decision makers of disaster response agencies want to make the best of the available649

resources to reach management goals, such as recovering utility services as fast as possible. The650

recovery speed is directly related to the task mode adopted. As discussed previously, resource-651

sharing interdependency shows a great impact on the task mode. For this reason, a more detailed652

analysis has been performed to study the use of the fast mode for each task. In Case 1 (Wres), with653

abundant resources, all tasks associated with the power system ()?1 ∼ )?14) are performed in fast654

mode, and for the communication system, only tasks )24 and )29 sometimes are performed in the655

slow mode (less than 20% of the time). Instead, when resources are tighter, there is much more656

variability in the mode choice. For instance, Figure 12 shows with what frequency slow and fast657

modes are chosen for every task over all samples. At Case 3 (Sres-Wpre-Wfun), )?2 ∼ )?4 and )?9658

use the slow mode more often (over 50%) for the power system; all communication tasks select the659

slow mode most often. This also explains why the restoration process takes longer time on average660

in Figure 6 when resources are tight.661

Results on non-uniform resource availability662

Cases 1 ∼ 8 implement uniform resource availability in this example. In the post-disaster663

scenario, resources are often limited in the amount at the initial restoration stage and then become664

sufficient afterwards. Cases 9 ∼ 12 represent such scenarios of non-uniform resource availability,665

following a similar variation trend of manpower for the Pennsylvania electricity service after666

Hurricane Sandy (Bureau of Technical Utility Services 2013). Figure 13 presents three levels of667

the renewable resource availability in all dependency cases and the computational results of Cases668

9 ∼ 12 for the communication system. Figure 13(a) shows the availability of renewable resource669

over time for the communication system at Wres, Sres, and Sresv. The power system has a similar670

variation trend of renewable resource constraint. The non-renewable resource constraints for both671

systems in Cases 9 ∼ 12 are set as the same values as the non-renewable resource constraints in672

Cases 3 and 4. Renewable resources are increases in the time interval C ∈ [10, 20] for both systems673

in Sresv Cases. As a result, both systems are likely to adopt more tasks in fast modes than that in674
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Sres (Cases 3 and 4 in Figure 11(b)) and less than those in Wres (Cases 1 and 2 in Figure 13(b)).675

Therefore, damaged systems are fully restored faster in Sresv Cases than Sres Cases and slower than676

Wres Cases. For the same reason mentioned above, Cases 11 and 12 show the same restoration677

time as Cases 9 and 10, respectively. As expected, due to inter-system functionality dependency,678

Cases 11 and 12 show smaller values of resilience than Cases 9 and 10. In this example, providing679

more resources in a short time in these Sresv cases can speed up the restoration process and680

improve system resilience, compared with Sres cases. Sresv cases are not as efficient as the Wres681

cases in speeding up the restoration. For instance, Cases 1, 3, and 9 have the same dependency682

levels of precedency and functionality, with different resource-sharing interdependencies. For the683

communication system, the mean restoration finishing time is 23.66 hours in Case 9, 16.29 hours684

in Case 1, and 27.29 hours in Case 3, as shown in Figure 6 and Figure 13(c), respectively. Even685

though shortly boosting resources does not significantly speed up the recovery in this example, this686

study presents a simulator for analyzing the most cost-effective resource level in a critical period to687

make the most of limited restoration resources.688

DISCUSSION689

The major contribution of this study is to present a simulator that can explicitly capture the690

effect of different types of interdependency related to restoration and functionality in a mechanistic691

manner. This simulator is a model of the restoration decision and the recovery process of interde-692

pendent systems in the post-disaster scenario, based on an optimization formulation. It is general693

and applicable to different interdependent systems, but it has the following limitations.694

First, a sample restoration schedule obtained from the MRCPSP solution is optimal in terms695

of the selected objective function. The proposed formulation of MRCPSP chooses the minimal696

completion time as the objective function, because it appears to be the most common criterion in697

our conversations with many disaster responders, and the goal of the methodology is to simulate698

human decision making in restoration planning. Restoration schedules determined exclusively with699

this objective function may not be real, but they are reasonably realistic. In case the analysts want700

to simulate decision making with another objective or multiple objectives, different formulations701
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of MRCPSP can be used to generate restoration schedules (Phruksaphanrat 2014), still preserving702

the proposed models of interdependencies and the approach to assess their impact. Due to dynamic703

features of actual disaster recovery, the computed schedules may be different from the schedules704

developed by considering various management concerns in real time (Orabi et al. 2009; Orabi705

et al. 2010; Plotnick and O’Brien 2009), resulting in different functionality recoveries. Future706

research could be conducted on implementing other objective functions and using different op-707

timization techniques, such as generalized resource-constrained project scheduling (Klein 2000),708

multi-objective optimization (Bocchini and Frangopol 2012a; Bocchini and Frangopol 2012b; Al-709

moghathawi et al. 2019), and stochastic optimization (Klerides and Hadjiconstantinou 2010), to710

represent real targets and dynamic features of actual restorations.711

Second, this study uses the exact procedure of MRCPSP in the mixed-integer linear program-712

ming (MILP) format. As MRCPSP is an NP-hard problem, and the computational complexity713

exponentially increases with the number of decision variables and the number of constraints714

(Sabzehparvar and Seyed-Hosseini 2008). Exact methods may not be able to solve a MRCPSP715

problem in a timely manner with more than 20 tasks and three modes when resource constraints are716

extremely tight (Sprecher and Drexl 1998). Developing more computationally efficient algorithms717

would be helpful to rapidly solve the restoration planning problem for large interdependent systems,718

which may involve more restoration tasks and more complex interactions. For example, heuristic719

and meta-heuristic procedures can also be used to solve these problems within an acceptable time720

frame (Liao et al. 2011), even though they may not guarantee finding the optimal solution. Due721

to the complexity of restoration decision making in practice, the solution of MRCPSP, determined722

from either the exact procedure, the heuristic procedure, or the meta-heuristic procedure, can serve723

as a good representation of human decisions in the actual restoration planning.724

Third, the proposed simulator captures all three types of interdependencies from the bottom725

up. As a result, this simulator requires as input information on restoration tasks and task prece-726

dence relations for simulating the restoration plan, as well as component functionality weights for727

computing the system functionality. Collecting such information for large complex systems is still728
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a challenge, especially if there are different organizational units involved. Projects like PRAISys729

have faced this challenge when analyzing interdependent systems of communities in the United730

States (The PRAISys Team 2019). When this detailed information cannot be collected, large inter-731

dependent systems can be considered as systems consisting of interdependent meta-components.732

Interactions at the meta-component level can be identified through conversations with emergency733

managers and stakeholders, and expert tabletop exercises, or estimated from educated guesses.734

Based on this input, the proposed model can be used for capturing all interdependencies to make735

estimations of interdependency impacts. With the advancement of sensing technology, such as the736

Internet of Things (IoT), interactions at the component level are increasingly likely to be known for737

many sectors. More accurate information is expected to be available for using the proposed model738

in the near future to capture interdependencies in a rigorous way.739

Last but not least, it is worth noting that the same type of interdependency may not show the740

same impact on the recovery of different systems. A major reason is that different systems may741

have different architectures and variations of network topology and flow-related features, leading742

to differences in restoration tasks and inter-system precedence relations. Therefore, results on743

the impact of the various types of interdependency generated from computational results in this744

example are not directly applicable to other systems. However, the proposed simulator can be745

applied to assess the impact of various interdependencies in those cases by setting up new input746

data for other systems.747

CONCLUDING REMARKS748

This study proposes a simulator to capture different types of interdependencies. The decision-749

making model is implemented by solving an optimization problem in the form of multi-mode750

resource-constrained project scheduling problem (MRCPSP). The optimal solution from the MR-751

CPSP model is an estimation of human decisions in restoration planning. The proposed decision752

model considers that every task may be performed in one out of multiple different possible modes,753

which is more flexible and practical than single-mode models. Uncertainties in the restoration754

duration and the resource demand, as well as the functionality dependency are considered. Three755
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types of interdependencies can be easily implemented at both the component level and the sys-756

tem level, in terms of resource-sharing interdependency, restoration precedence dependency and757

functionality dependency.758

To demonstrate the applicability of the proposed simulator, a simple example is presented.759

Results from the example show that providing sufficient resources to alleviate resource-sharing760

interdependencies can help to speed up the restoration process and enhance the resilience of inter-761

dependent systems. In this example, relaxing inter-system restoration dependencies can improve the762

system resilience for the communication system, not as significantly as relaxing the resource-sharing763

interdependencies. Using the alternative inter-system functionality support can also improve the764

resilience of the communication system that depends on the functionality of the other system. Some765

findings from the application example are intuitive to understand, such as the fast recovery and large766

resilience by relaxing resource-sharing interdependencies (i.e., provided with sufficient resources),767

confirming that this simulator yields reasonable results. In a few cases, some findings about the768

impact of dependencies may initially seem counterintuitive, but they can be explained, which shows769

that this model can capture and unveil non-obvious features in the interdependent recovery process.770

Finally, it should be noted that findings on the impact of a certain type of interdependencies771

on system recovery may not be the same on other systems. However, the same computational772

procedure using the proposed simulator can be applied to other systems to assess the impact of773

interdependencies. These results can help to identify dependencies and interdependencies that774

have the greatest impact. In this way, optimal restoration strategies that may not be directly775

determined from intuition can be identified by alleviating dependencies and interdependencies776

with the greatest adverse impact. By collecting real data of interconnected systems in local777

communities, this simulator is expected to provide more accurate recovery predictions and suggest778

optimal restoration strategies. For instance, efficient countermeasures can be developed to make779

the most of tight resources in a short period for improving restoration efficiency and enhancing780

disaster resilience.781
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TABLE 1. Implementation of interdependencies in the restoration process

No. Interdependency type Implementation method
1 Resource-sharing interdependencies Constraints of both renewable and nonrenewable

resources
2 Restoration precedence dependencies Precedence constraints among tasks
3 Functionality dependencies Mechanistic functionality functions
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TABLE 2. Discussion of underlying assumptions

Classification Assumption description Discussion

Uncertainty
quantification

(1) The task duration distribution at differ-
ent modes is assumed to be known as the
input of the proposed model.

These distributions can be determined
from published literature and through
consulting with construction managers
and experienced engineers.

(2) The distribution of resource demand to
execute a task at each mode is known as
the input of the proposed model.
(3) Uncertainties in the functionality de-
pendency are implemented by describing
the presence of additional resources to re-
lieve functionality dependency as a ran-
dom event.

System function-
ality computation

This study computes the system function-
ality using Equation 13, assuming that
F8B, 9 is independent of the restoration se-
quence.

For complex networks, this assumption of
constant functionality weight may not be
valid, and system-wide flow analysis can
be performed to compute the system func-
tionality.
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TABLE 3. Number of customers served by different systems

Power component No. of customers Communication component No. of customers
2 4000 4 2000
3 5000 5 3000
4 2000 6 2000
5 2000 7 3000
6 1000 8 1500

9 2500
Total 14000 Total 14000
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TABLE 4. Inter-system functionality dependencies at component-level

Dependent component Required component
(Communication) (Power)

1 2
2 3
3 6
4 1
5 2
6 5
7 3
8 3
9 4
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TABLE 5. Restoration tasks in the power system
Fast restoration mode Slow restoration mode

Power resources5 Power resources
Duration (hour)4 Renewable Nonrenewable ($k) Duration (hour) Renewable Nonrenewable ($k)

S/S1 Cmpt 8 Tsk 9 Description @2
8 9

Pre3
9

type min max mod type min max mod type min max type min max mod type min max mod type min max
1 3 )?1 Assess local damage 0 NA Tri. 8 12 10 Uni. 1 2 NA Uni. 100 200 Tri. 16 24 20 Uni. 0.5 1 NA Uni. 50 100

3 )?2 Repair circuit breaker 0 )?1 Tri. 1 3 2 Tri. 1 3 2 Uni. 2000 4000 Tri. 2 6 4 Tri. 0.5 1.5 1 Uni. 1000 2000
3 )?3 Repair disconnected switch 0 )?1 Tri. 1 3 2 Tri. 1 3 2 Uni. 1000 3000 Tri. 2 6 4 Tri. 0.5 1.5 1 Uni. 500 1500
3 )?4 Repair transformer bushing 0 )?1 Tri. 1 3 2 Tri. 1 3 2 Uni. 7000 12000 Tri. 2 6 4 Tri. 0.5 1.5 1 Uni. 3500 6000
3 )?5 Re-energize 0 )?2 , )?3 , )?4 Tri. 0.5 1.5 1 Uni. 1 2 NA Uni. 10 20 Tri. 1 3 2 Uni. 0.5 1 NA Uni. 10 20
?;10 )?12 Assess local damage 0 NA Tri. 4 8 6 Uni. 1 2 NA Uni. 100 200 Tri. 8 16 12 Uni. 0.5 1 Uni. 50 100
?;10 )?13 Replace damaged conductor 0 )?9 Tri. 4 10 8 Tri. 1 3 2 Uni. 2000 4000 Tri. 8 20 16 Tri. 2 6 4 Uni. 1000 2000
?;10 )?14 Re-energize 0 )?10 Tri. 0.5 1.5 1 Uni. 1 2 NA Uni. 10 20 Tri. 1 3 2 Uni. 0.5 1 NA Uni. 5 10

2 9 )?6 Assess local damage 0 NA Tri. 8 12 10 Uni. 1 2 NA Uni. 100 200 Tri. 16 24 20 Uni. 0.5 1 NA Uni. 50 100
9 )?7 Replace buckled member 0 )?6 Tri. 4 10 8 Tri. 1 3 2 Uni. 50 100 Tri. 8 20 16 Tri. 0.5 1.5 1 Uni. 25 50
9 )?8 Re-energize 0 )?7 Tri. 0.5 1.5 1 Uni. 1 2 NA Uni. 10 20 Tri. 1 3 2 Uni. 0.5 1 NA Uni. 5 10
?;6 )?9 Assess local damage 0 NA Tri. 4 8 6 Uni. 1 2 NA Uni. 1000 2000 Tri. 8 16 12 Uni. 0.5 1 NA Uni. 500 1000
?;6 )?10 Replace damaged conductor 0 )?9 Tri. 4 10 8 Tri. 1 3 2 Uni. 2000 4000 Tri. 8 20 16 Tri. 2 6 4 Uni. 1000 2000
?;6 )?11 Re-energize 0 )?10 Tri. 0.5 1.5 1 Uni. 1 2 NA Uni. 10 20 Tri. 1 3 2 Uni. 0.5 1 NA Uni. 5 10

Note:
1. S/S means subsystem.
2. @8 9 represents the functionality of the component 8 when executing the task 9.
3. Pre 9 represents the precedence task of the task 9. NA in the column of Pre 9 means that there is no precedent task for the task 9.
4. The distribution of task duration is assumed to follow the triangular distribution (Tri.), which is defined by distribution parameters of the minimal value
(min), the maximal value (max), and the mode value (mod).
5. The resource requirement of every task is assumed to follow the uniform distribution (Uni.) or the triangular distribution, with the minimal value, the
maximal value, and the mode value. NA in the column of mod means “not available”, i.e., there is no mode value in the uniform distribution of the resource
demand.
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TABLE 6. Restoration tasks in the communication system
Fast restoration mode Slow restoration mode

Communication resources Communication resources
Duration (hour) Renewable Nonrenewable ($k) Duration (hour) Renewable Nonrenewable ($k)

Cmpt 8 Tsk 9 Description @8 9 Pre 9 type min max mod type min max mod type min max type min max mod type min max mod type min max
8 )21 Assess local damage 0 NA Tri. 2 5 3 Uni. 1 2 NA Uni. 50 80 Tri. 4 10 6 Uni. 0.5 1 NA Uni. 25 40
8 )22 Reinstall monopole 0 )21 Tri. 1 3 2 Uni. 2 3 NA Uni. 225 350 Tri. 2 6 4 Uni. 1 1.5 NA Uni. 113 175
8 )23 Realign microwave device 0 )22 Tri. 2 6 4 Uni. 2 3 NA Uni. 100 300 Tri. 4 12 8 Uni. 1 1.5 NA Uni. 50 150
8 )24 Replace aviation light 0.5 )22 Tri. 1 4 3 Uni. 2 3 NA Uni. 10 20 Tri. 2 8 6 Uni. 1 1.5 NA Uni. 5 10
8 )25 Re-energize 0 )23 Tri. 0.5 1.5 1 Uni. 2 2 NA Uni. 10 20 Tri. 1 3 2 Uni. 1 1 NA Uni. 5 10
9 )26 Assess local damage 0 NA Tri. 2 5 3 Uni. 1 2 NA Uni. 50 80 Tri. 4 10 6 Uni. 0.5 1 NA Uni. 25 40
9 )27 Reinstall monopole 0 )21 Tri. 1 3 2 Uni. 2 3 NA Uni. 225 350 Tri. 2 6 4 Uni. 1 1.5 NA Uni. 126 175
9 )28 Realign microwave device 0 )22 Tri. 2 6 4 Uni. 2 3 NA Uni. 100 300 Tri. 4 12 8 Uni. 1 1.5 NA Uni. 50 150
9 )29 Replace aviation light 0.5 )22 Tri. 1 4 3 Uni. 2 3 NA Uni. 10 20 Tri. 2 8 6 Uni. 1 1.5 NA Uni. 5 10
9 )210 Re-energize 0 )28 Tri. 0.5 1.5 1 Uni. 2 2 NA Uni. 10 20 Tri. 1 3 2 Uni. 1 1 NA Uni. 5 10
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TABLE 7. Dependency cases

Case ID Case label Resource-sharing interdep.1 Precedence dependency2 Functionality dependency3

Case 1 Wres-Wpre-Wfun Weak Weak Weak
Case 2 Wres-Spre-Wfun Weak Strong Weak
Case 3 Sres-Wpre-Wfun Strong Weak Weak
Case 4 Sres-Spre-Wfun Strong Strong Weak
Case 5 Wres-Wpre-Sfun Weak Weak Strong
Case 6 Wres-Spre-Sfun Weak Strong Strong
Case 7 Sres-Wpre-Sfun Strong Weak Strong
Case 8 Sres-Spre-Sfun Strong Strong Strong
Case 9 Sresv-Wpre-Wfun Strong, varying Weak Weak
Case 10 Sresv-Spre-Wfun Strong, varying Strong Weak
Case 11 Sresv-Wpre-Sfun Strong, varying Weak Strong
Case 12 Sresv-Spre-Sfun Strong, varying Strong Strong

Note:
1. “Resource-sharing interdependency” represents the availability level of resource constraint. “Weak (Wres)” represents abundant resources
available in restoration, and “strong (Sres)” represents insufficient resources in restoration. In the computation, the “weak” level has 0A (C) = [8, 6]
for the renewable resource throughout the restoration process, meaning constant 8 units of power renewable resource and 6 units of communication
renewable resource constantly available. In this example, the unit cost of nonrenewable resource is set as $3,625,000 for the power system and
$250,000 for the communication system, respectively. The cost data are selected by the authors based on the public information from utility
companies, such as Western Electricity Coordination Council (2014), Southern California Edison (2018), and American Tower Corporation (2019).
Therefore, for non-renewable resources, the constraint is $29,000,000 for the power system, and $1,500,000 for the communication system. The
“strong” level has 0A (C) = [4, 3] for renewable resources. For non-renewable resources, the constraint is $14,500,000 for the power system, and
$750,000 for the communication system. Sresv (Cases 9 ∼ 10) uses the non-uniform insufficient availability of renewable resources over time. In
Sresv, the nonrenewable resources are set as the same constraints of non-renewable resources in Sres cases; the renewable resource availability 0A (C)
is set up as follows.

0A (C) =

[4, 3], if C = 1 ∼ 9.
[7, 5], if C = 10 ∼ 20.
[4, 3], if C = 21 ∼ Cℎ .

(17)

2. “Precedence dependency” represents restoration precedence relations between tasks for restoring damaged components from different systems. In
the computation, the “strong (Spre)” level represents that there are precedence relations between tasks in the communication system and tasks in the
power system. Specifically, )25 and )210 are executed after )?5 to re-energize. Conversely, the “weak (Wpre)” level represents the aforementioned
inter-system precedence relations are relieved due to advanced or alternative technologies, such as mobile generators.
3. “Functionality dependency” represents whether there is any dependency of a component in a system on the functionality of another component
from another system. the “strong (Sfun)” level represents that the component functionality dependency across systems is present, and the “weak
(Wfun)” level represents that the component functionality dependency across systems is not present.
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(a) Power (b) Communication

Fig. 8. Resilience index distributions of the two systems in Cases 1 ∼ 8: (a) power; and (b)
communication.

Note: Case 1 - Wres-Wpre-Wfun, Case 2 - Wres-Spre-Wfun, Case 3 - Sres-Wpre-Wfun, Case 4 -
Sres-Spre-Wfun, Case 5 -Wres-Wpre-Sfun, Case 6 -Wres-Spre-Sfun, Case 7 - Sres-Wpre-Sfun, Case
8 - Sres-Spre-Sfun.
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(a) Resource-sharing interdependency (b) Inter-system restoration precedence

Fig. 9. Impact of interdependency on resilience over time for the power system: (a) resource-sharing
interdependency; and (b) inter-system restoration precedence.
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Fig. 10. Impact of interdependency on resilience over time for the communication system: (a)
resource-sharing interdependency; (b) inter-system restoration precedence; and (c) inter-system
functionality precedence.
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